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URCHIN Cabinet



          This unique wall mounted cabinet was inspired by Jake’s childhood collection of sea shells. The 
bilateral symmetry of an urchin shell  provided a dynamic creative infl uence, as well as a technical 
one.  The seventy polished brass panels on the doors are curved and faceted to create fragmented 
refl ections of the users environment. These panels array around a central convex mirror that creates 
a similarly distorted yet crisper and cleaner view that entices the users eye inwards.
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NAME URCHIN Cabinet

WEIGHT 175kg

DIMENSIONS 178 Ø cm x 44cm D  /  70“ Ø x 17.3“D

MATERIAL Polished brass, high gloss Silky Oak, Verdi Alpi marble

AVAILABILITY Bespoke materials and fi nishes available

LEAD TIME 16-20 weeks

The cabinets precision engineered opening and 
closing mechanism uses no electrical motors, but 
is in fact operated entirely and effortlessly by the 
user alone.  By pushing a discreet key latch that 
pops the central mirror outwards, the user then 
simply pulls the central mirror downwards to a 90° 
angle revealing a polished marble work-surface on 
its reversed side, and a luxurious wooden interior.

The cabinet contains a central shelf with mirrored 
backed walls to bring light to the working area of 
the cabinet. Top and bottom sections each offer 
four further adjustable shelves made of toughened 
glass. Two discreet storage draws sit within the 
doors and open on push catches.  

MOVIE 1

MOVIE 2

Click on links below for 

movie demonstration :

https://vimeo.com/303061506
https://vimeo.com/303290653
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NAME URCHIN Cabinet

WEIGHT 175kg

DIMENSIONS 178 Ø cm x 44cm D  /  70“ Ø x 17.3“D

MATERIAL Polished Onyx Black Stainless Steel, rippled silver-grey Sycamore, Carrara marble

AVAILABILITY Bespoke materials & fi nishes available

LEAD TIME 16-20 weeks

Bespoke materials and fi nishes available.  

Images shown on this page feature the cabinet with 
an Onyx Black stainless steel exterior, a rippled silver-
grey Sycamore interior and Carrara marble drinks 
station.

Click on the links below to view further movie 
demonstrations...

MOVIE 1    |   MOVIE 2   |   MOVIE 3

https://vimeo.com/377797560
https://vimeo.com/377798977
https://vimeo.com/524205397



